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The Why, How, and What of Large 
Scale Meteorological Patterns 

Richard Grotjahn 
Atmospheric Science Program 

 
 
 

Dept. of LAWR, UCD, Davis, CA, USA 
Lauterbrunen Valley, Switz. © R. Grotjahn 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Category of talk, StatisticsAbstract:This talk touches upon why one might look for large scale meteorological patterns (LSMPs) associated with extremes, how one can identify these LSMPs and some examples of why the LSMPs might be useful. As for the ‘what’ temperature extremes in middle latitudes usually involve displacements of air masses from their normal locations. Consequently there large scale upper air patterns are created in other fields, like the mass and wind fields as well. As for the ‘how’ the statistical technique of bootstrap resampling will be described along with some advantages and cautions. As for the ‘why’ the LSMPs can be used in both predictive and diagnostic applications. Specific extreme hot spells examples will be drawn from the Workshop ‘common dataset’ for Central Valley of California summer season. These LSMPs have large scale and are easily resolved by current climate models. Hence, for example, the LSMP provides a tool to assess how well a climate model is providing the environment for a regional downscaling model. The LSMP also informs why the hot spell is occurring (including influencing the regional conditions). Other applications include a simple ‘index’ to indicate similar the instantaneous pattern is to the LSMP associated with the extreme. �
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Outline of Talk: 
• Why? (Why examine the large scale 

meteorological patterns, LSMPs 
during extreme weather?) 
 

• How? (How do statistical procedures 
identify LSMPs and how might one 
examine that information?) 
 

• What? (What do the LSMPs look like, 
what do they indicate about the 
meteorology operating, what do they 
say about a model simulation?) 
 

• Summary 

© AP 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This talk will be organized around these questions.Why? (as in Why examine the large scale meteorological patterns, LSMPs during extreme weather?)How? (as in a summary of some basic statistical procedures. How do statistical procedures identify LSMPs and how might one examine that information?)What? (as in What do the LSMPs look like, what do they indicate about the meteorology operating, what do they say about a model simulation?)Finally, a brief SummaryThe picture is from the severe 2003 European heat wave. The sign in French, indicates how to find information about victims of the heat in Paris.
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California ‘CV’ Geography 
• Application to the workshop 

provided dataset max/min T 
– California Central Valley (CV) 

station data, BFL, FAT, RBL 
– Hot spells, CAOs 

• CV extreme events. 
– Most only last a few days 
– Can have big impact 
– Might not show up on monthly 

means. 
• Short events, but important 

for climate. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you registered, you saw datasets for  California surface temperature and for Iowa precipitationThis talk Will work with that California data. Specifically 3 of the stations in the California Central Valley (CV for short) – brown oval in this figure.For the CV, the focus is on extreme events that:Only last a few daysCan have controlling influence upon crops, infrastructure.May or may not show up on monthly meansThough ephemeral, these extreme events can be important for climate.
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Why?  

Why examine the large scale 
meteorological patterns -- LSMPs 
-- during extreme weather? 

 

Eiger N. face, Switz. © R. Grotjahn 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First question. Why look for and use LSMPs?
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Why examine LSMPs 
associated with extremes? 

• Model surface values can be bogus for 
variety of reasons  
– Poor surface simulation,  
– Poor topographic resolution,  
– etc.  

• Such problems can be alleviated by a 
regional model or by statistical 
downscaling – but both need the correct 
large scale flow, i.e. correct LSMP 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Model surface values can be bogus for variety of reasons Poor surface simulation, Poor topographic resolution, And other local problems (like soil moisture, vegetation/urban type)So, the actual surface values created by the global model may not be reliable, though the model may have elements of the larger scale circulation that are correct.That larger scale circulation is what we’re calling the large scale meteorological patterns, or ‘LSMP’ for short. The LSMPs provide information for downscaling techniques: the boundary conditions for a regional model or input to a statistical downscaling
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CV Sfc T simulation versus obs. 
• Distribution of daily 

max T values global 
model CCSM4 (fv 
1.1) versus 
observations at 3 CV 
stations 

• Large negative bias, 
though std & skew 
‘ok’ 

• Model topography 
has no CV (same 
contours in both topo 
maps). And, more 
than bias correction 
needed. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This figure illustrates one problem with using model surface data.The dashed line is a distribution of daily maximum temperatures found by averaging three CV cities (Red Bluff, Fresno, and Bakersfield.) over a 20 year period.The solid like is the corresponding distribution for the NCAR global model CCSM4There is an obvious ~6 Kelvin cool bias in the model. The standard deviation and skew are qualitatively similar. This is encouraging.The model has no CV, just a broad topographic slope. One might think the 6 K error can be explained by higher elevations of the corresponding locations compared to the actual observations.However, it turns out there are issues with the model’s larger scale environment.
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How? 

How do statistical procedures 
identify LSMPs and how might 
one examine that information? 

Mt Langley, climb CA, © R. Grotjahn 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Second category of questions: ‘how?’In this section I’ll outline some simple statistical procedures. I won’t say much about extreme statistics, since our next speaker will address that topic more thoroughly.
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Statistical technique of event 
identification (part 1) 

• Remove seasonal cycle of rise and fall (even 
winter and summer)  

• Find long term daily mean (LTDM) annual 
cycle 

• Subtract LTDM value from raw data to create 
anomaly fields.  

• Anomaly fields make every date in the 
season intercomparable for that station. 

• Anomaly fields replace absolute thresholds 
with relative thresholds. (Absolute thresholds 
important in some applications) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first step is to make the data intercomparable throughout the season. So, the focus is on how different a temperature on a given day is from its average value on that day. The reason we want this is to identify the dates with LSMPs associated with the highest (hottest) or lowest (coldest) daily anomalies.Since:Even winter and summer have a seasonal cycle of rise and fall, that cycle must be removed from the data.Find long term daily mean (LTDM) for each calendar day – hence find actual annual cycle – for each surface station.Subtract LTDM value from raw data to create anomaly fields for each date. Anomaly fields make every date in the season intercomparable for that station.Anomaly fields replace absolute thresholds with relative thresholds. (Absolute thresholds important in some applications, but the focus here is on finding the dates when the daily anomalies are extreme)
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Statistical technique of event 
identification (part 2) 

• Anomaly values are not intercomparable for 
different stations since variability differs 

• Normalize anomaly values by the long term 
daily standard deviation for each station.  

• Different stations can then be averaged.  
• While variance information is lost, the 

purpose is to identify ‘target dates’ during 
which extreme values were widespread in 
relative sense (relative to the LTDMs) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One now has anomaly values that are intercomparable across the season for each station, but,Anomaly values are not yet intercomparable between *different stations* since variability differsSo next one Normalizes the anomaly values by the long term daily standard deviation for each station. Now different stations and dates are both normalized. Different stations can then be averaged. While variance information is lost in this normalization, the purpose is to identify ‘target dates’ during which extreme values were widespread in relative sense (relative to the long term daily means)
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Statistical technique: bootstrap 
• Use CV-wide values above or 

below thresholds to identify 
target dates of extreme 
events. 

• Define target ensembles from 
the target dates 
– Composite various upper air 

variables 
– T at 850 hPa composite 

shown at onset. 
• What is significant in the 

LSMP? How consistent are 
the ensemble members? 

• Use bootstrap for significance 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now one has a CV-wide average, normalized anomaly value for each day in the record. To find the LSMPs, one identifies target dates, say when that CV-wide average is above some threshold or below some threshold. (Above for hot spells; below for CAOs)Looking at those average fields is useful, but it is more useful to identify those regions of the LSMPs that are important in a statistical sense. That includes 2 things: how significantly high or low the values are and how consistent the values are between events.The bootstrap procedure addresses the question of significance:
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Statistical technique: bootstrap 
• Bootstrap resampling (with replacement) 

compares target ensemble to distribution 
from random ensembles of the same size 
– Draw ‘random’ dates. Form many (1000) 

composites of such ‘random’ ensembles at 
each grid pt.  

– Obtain distribution at each grid point 
– See where target ensemble value lies 

relative to the distribution of random 
ensembles at each grid point. 

– Highest 10 is highest 1% of values (Yellow 
shading) Lowest 10 are lowest 1% (Blue) 

• Variations:  
– Times before onset as well. 
– Create time sequences leading to onset 
– Anomaly data = raw data minus long term 

daily mean (LTDM) for each grid pt. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bootstrap resampling (with replacement) compares the target ensemble value at a grid point to a distribution of values at that grid point produced from random ensembles of the same size.Hence,Draw ‘random’ dates. Form many (1000) composites from the same number of random dates as the number of dates in the target ensemble. These ‘random’ ensembles are formed separately at each grid pt.      Obtain distribution of random ensemble means at each grid pointCompare where the target ensemble value lies relative to the distribution of random ensembles at each grid point.     If the target ensemble value at the grid point is in the Highest 10 it is in the highest 1% of values (Yellow shading)      Similarly, the Lowest 10 would be the lowest 1% (Blue)Variations on this are:To examine the lead-up to the extreme event. It is simple to form ensemble means from the day before, and other times relative to the target ensemble dates. Again these can be compared to many randomly drawn dates. Such LSMPs prior to onset will be shown later.A second variation is to work with anomaly data in the upper air data as well. This is useful in forming an ‘index’ that measures how strongly the pattern on a given day resembles the target ensemble mean. An example will be shown later as well.
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Some ensemble statistics notes: 
• Other considerations 

– Compare same time of day (diurnal cycle) 
– Global statistical assessment of the map (how many 

pts are signif. vs the number expected by chance) 
– Regional significance: may diminish with distance for 

similar structures of varying wavelength.  
– Test consistency as well (standard deviation of target 

ensemble members vs same for random ensembles; 
subjective comparison of the members; and ‘sign 
counts’.) 

T 850 
Shading: some pts by chance http://atm.ucdavis.edu/~grotjahn/EWEs/hard_freeze/hard_freeze.htm 

Don’t mix 
12GMT 
& 0GMT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the statistical procedures are ‘correct’ they can sometimes give misleading answers if one is not careful.Thus there are some other considerationsFor fields with a notable diurnal variation, then want to compare and aggregate only data at the same time of dayGlobal statistical assessment of the map (how many pts are signif. Vs the number expected by chance)One can aggregate adjacent grid points in order to reduce the presence of data having significance due to chance. However, features tend to be larger scale than the grid interval so this technique may have limited value. Aggregation *MAY* have some value in picking up features that are regionally significant but where individual members have a similar feature that is phase-shifted between the members.As mentioned significance is only half the issue. You want your ensemble members to also have consistently significant features. There are several tests for consistency (looking for small standard deviation of ensemble members vs std dev for the random ensembles; another approach is a subjective comparison of the members; we’ll describe a simple third approach.)
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Ensemble 
members & 
target mean 

• Pattern (anomaly 
shown) varies between 
the individual members 

• Parts of the pattern are 
highly consistent and 
worthy of identification 
& study 

• ‘Sign counts’ is one 
simple way to identify 
key parts of the target 
ensemble 

Ensemble ave. 
 
Top 15 cases 

Example: 
T anomaly 
 @ 850 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Regarding consistency: T850 shown for the top 15 events (b-p). 1979-2006 average of the 15 events (a).Certain parts of the pattern are very consistent across all the extreme events.- In every case the strongest anomaly T is centered at or off the west coast. -A similar thing can be said for severe freezes, which are optimized for bringing the coldest air over the region – the pattern evolves so the airmass arriving at Calif comes from the high Arctic continental region and does not travel over the Pacific thereby retaining its cold temperatures. By selecting the worst cases from the semi-random variations the key factors are emphasized. Like heat waves, those patterns have very highly significant parts of the patterns-Obviously, what is happening further up and downstream does vary, but those are not used in the LSMP index discussed next.--------------------------Figure 3.6. (b – p) Plots of the 850hPa temperature anomaly fields for the dates of the highest consecutive 3-day anomaly average of the top 15 heat waves in Sacramento.  (a) Plot of the 850hPa mean anomaly field of all anomaly field plots, b-p.  Darker shading and dark contours indicate positive temperature anomalies.  Lighter shading and dashed contours indicate negative temperature anomalies.  Heat wave events were defined as at least 3 consecutive days with maximum temperature anomalies greater than or equal to 10, with one of those days having an anomaly greater than or equal to 15.  The events are ranked such that panel (b) is the strongest of the events and panel (p) is the least strong.  The contour interval is 2 degrees Fahrenheit. 
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Sign Counts 
• Identify areas of consistent 

sign between the members 
of the target ensemble at 
each grid point. 

• Net tally of the sign from the 
ensemble members is the 
‘sign count’ at each grid pt.  

• Example: ensemble of the 16 
hottest days in CV during a 
‘training period’ (1979-88) 

• Sign count is sum of +1 for 
>0, -1 for <0 at a grid point of 
all 16 target ensemble 
members. So, +16 means all 
16 members had positive 
sign at that grid point. 

Example: Target composite and sign 
counts for 16 events. T850 hot 
consistently at & 10o west of CV 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As before, use bootstrap to identify significant areasIdentify areas of consistent sign in anomaly field using ‘sign counts’ at each grid point.The Sign count is a sum across the ensemble members where a value of +1 is assigned if the ensemble member has positive value at that grid point, -1 for negative at a grid point. These sign values are summed for all target ensemble members. In this case there are 16 ensemble members, So, +16 means all 16 members had positive sign at that grid point. Etc.This is done for all fields being projected.--------------------------- Gridded data show are at 12z for T850.
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LSMP ‘index’ 
• Make un-normalized projection of daily field onto target ensemble 

– Could use model, observational, or reanalysis data 
• Project only at grid pts in select (ad hoc) regions 

– Near CV (to reduce sensitivity to large scale wavelength variation) 
– Only where highly consistent between extreme events (high sign counts)  

 
– Indicated by ‘holes’ on this slide 

 

Example: sign counts for 16 events. 
V700 anomaly consistently 10o west 
of normal location 

Example: sign counts for 16 events. 
T850 hot consistently over and 10o 
west of CV 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The projection takes place only at highly significant and highly consistent points since these points have unusual value (high or low) during an extreme event and are so for every member (or nearly every time) the extreme event occurs.These points are indicated as the white ‘holes’ in the figures.This particular scheme is a simple test scheme involving just 2 variables: T at 850hPa and V at 700 hPa.Note that these (ad hoc) regionsAre Near CV (to reduce sensitivity to large scale wavelength) but not necessarily exclusive to the CV, In fact, most points are offshore. --------------------------- Gridded data used are at 12z for both V700 and T850.
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Extreme value analysis of 
‘index’ 

• ‘Index’ measures strength of LSMP,  
• highly correlated with extreme values of governing 

parameter (e.g. high index values and high surface T 
for hot spells) 

• Index reduces complex daily pattern to single number 
each day. Over time index has a distribution whose 
relevant tail is approximating the extreme studied. 

• Various extreme statistical analyses can be applied to 
the tail of the index distribution as one might do with 
the surface data. (see next talk)  

• The difference is the index measures the larger scale 
environment during the local extreme.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The projection obtains 1 number each day for each variable projected. These are combined into a single number for the day, labeled here as an ‘Index’ That ‘index’ measures how strongly that day resembles the target ensemble mean or LSMP, This upper air index is:highly correlated with the surface extreme values of interest (e.g. high index values and high surface T for hot spells)Since the Index reduces complex daily pattern to single number each day, Over time the index has a distribution whose relevant tail is approximating the surface extreme studied.Various extreme statistical analyses can be applied to the tail of the index distribution as one might do with the surface data. (see next talk) The difference from using the surface station data is the index measures the larger scale environment during the local, surface extreme. 
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What? 

What do LSMPs look like?  
What meteorology do they indicate? 
What do they say about a model simulation? 

Mt Whitney from Mt Muir, CA, © R. Grotjahn 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What does one get with these simple statistical analyses?Composites are LSMPs, so those are shown first.These LSMPs will explain a bit of the large scale and local synoptics present. Then…Compare the LSMPs in reanalysis and a model simulation.
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Example: CV hot spells LSMPs 
• Example target composites from 

severe heat waves (onsets) affecting 
Ca CV. 

– T at 850 hPa 
– V at 700 hPa 
– Z at 700 hPa 

• Conclusion: very large scale pattern.  
– Highly significant >99% level 
– Grotjahn & Faure, WAF, 2008 
– More posted on web, including 

lead-up 

T 850 

Shading: V 700 

Z 700 

http://atm.ucdavis.edu/~grotjahn/EWEs/heat_wave/heat_wave.htm 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example target composites from severe hot spells affecting Ca CV. (the maps are from the onset of each event)T at 850 hPa – obviously hot over CA, but note that max significance is at coast and off shore.Z at 700 hPa – ridge-trough-ridge pattern spanning the North PacificV at 700 hPa – obviously showing the ridge-trough-ridge patternConclusion: very large scale pattern. With highly significant parts >99% level(Grotjahn & Faure, WAF, 2008)More posted on web, including maps based on times prior to the event onsetSynoptic situation. Large airmass displacements, including upstream and downstream.Local features will be discussed next.
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Local impact of LSMP 
• Large scale pattern 

– Ridge-trough-ridge across Pacific, Ridge in SE 
• T 850: (fig a) 

– T maximum (anomaly) at and off shore 
• SLP: (fig c) 

– ‘Themal low’ at shore or offshore 
– Unusually high SLP inland (upper ridge shifted west) 
– Low level P gradient opposes cooling sea breeze 

• Surface winds (fig d; shading for zonal component) 
– Offshore flow (also downslope; though more complex than this 

reanalysis data) 
• ω at 700 hPa (fig b;) has large scale sinking 

– Creates strong low level subsidence inversion 
– Elevated T in lower atmosphere 
– Solar heating of shallow bndy layer 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hottest DaysLarge scale patternRidge-trough-ridge in PacificThe figures zoom in and focus on the Western US and adjacent Pacific.Lower tropospheric T maximum (anomaly) is at and just offshore (Fig a)This is from a combination of lower tropospheric air advected out of the SW deserts and adiabatic warming from sinking (Fig. b)The temperature pattern creates a ‘Themal low’ centered at or offshore (fig c) 	Creates low level pressure gradient that opposes a cooling sea breeze	Also, the sinking helps suppress (but not remove) surface boundary layer rising motion over the mountains with sinking, offshore flow just aloft.Fig d shows the flow, with shading for the significant East-west component.A consequence is the climatological subsidence inversion is lowered leaving a shallow surface layer that is rapidly heated to high temperatures when the sun rises.So a key point is this circulation locally optimizes extreme high T anomaly in CV.The LSMP enhances the displacement of the hot air out of the SW deserts while adding additional heat from sinking and suppressing cooling mechanisms.
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CV hot spells: 
• Variations:  

– Times before 
onset as well. 

– Create time 
sequences 
leading to onset 

• Equivalent 
barotropic with 
upstream and 
downstream 
components: 
• Z 300 hPa 
– 36hr-0hr 
• Z 700 hPa 
– 36hr-0hr 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now consider the vertical structure of the hot spells LSMPs in the mass field.
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CV hot spells: 
• Variations:  

– Times before 
onset as well. 

– Create time 
sequences 
leading to onset 

• Equivalent 
barotropic with 
upstream and 
downstream 
components: 
• Z 300 hPa 
– 36hr-0hr 
• Z 700 hPa 
– 36hr-0hr 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The mass-field LSMPs have equivalent Barotropic structure. Note some parts of pattern stationary and seem to amplify in place: ridge over Bering Sea, ridge on W coast. But the SE US ridge seems to migrate towards the WEST, a retrograde motion. There is evidence for this in Hovmeuller diagrams (not shown here)
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Example: CV CAOs LSMPs 
• Example target composites from cold air 

outbreaks (onsets) affecting Ca CV. 
– T at 850 hPa 
– Z at 500 hPa 
– Wind at 700 hPa (shading for v) 

• Composites: very large scale pattern.  
– Highly significant <1%; >99% levels over 

large areas. 
– Yellow means: grid pt value highest 1% 
– Blue means: grid pt value lowest 1% 
– Grotjahn & Faure, WAF, 2008 
– More posted on web, including lead-up 

T 850 

Z 500 

http://atm.ucdavis.edu/~grotjahn/EWEs/hard_freeze/hard_freeze.htm 

T=0 onset 
Shading: V700 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just showed the LSMPs for hot spells. Now consider Cold air outbreaks, or CAOs that affect California.These target composites are from the onsets of a dozen severe CAOsT at 850 hPaZ at 700 hPaV at 700 hPaConclusions: very large scale pattern with interesting elements. As with the hot spells, the temperature pattern is one of displaced air masses that appear in a vigorous ridge-trough-ridge combination, with associated geostrophic wind components.There is a large ridge over Alaska but also a small ridge in the SE US. The Alaskan ridge alters the jet stream causing flow of Arctic air towards the SE. The SE ridge is instrumental in directing that frigid air further west over CA. Without the ridge in the SE, the cold does not extend over California. Note also that the coldest air tends to track over land. It does not cross over the Pacific, which would warm it. 
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CV CAOs 
• Variations:  

– Times before 
onset as well. 

– Create time 
sequences 
leading to onset 

• Equivalent 
barotropic with 
upstream and 
downstream 
components: 
• Z 300 hPa 
– 60hr-0hr 
• Z 700 hPa 
– 60hr-0hr 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now consider the vertical structure of the CAOs LSMPs in the mass field.
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CV CAOs 
• Variations:  

– Times before 
onset as well. 

– Create time 
sequences 
leading to onset 

• Equivalent 
barotropic with 
upstream and 
downstream 
components: 
• Z 300 hPa 
– 60hr-0hr 
• Z 700 hPa 
– 60hr-0hr 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once again it has equivalent Barotropic structure. This time sequence begins 2.5 days before the onset.The Alaska ridge grows first, especially on its poleward side. SE ridge also precedes the development of the  grows a little. In Between the trough amplifies a  lot and pushes south-westward.
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LSMPs in CCSM4 vs reanalysis 
• Target ensembles from hot spells in both data systems 
• Model LSMP pattern similar (basic dynamics) 
• Biases: Model LSMP too weak in general; T anomaly 

centered onshore so some local processes missed. 

Ensemble mean fields. 
850mb T anomaly: a) in 
NDRA2 (NCEP/DOE 
AMIP II), c) in CCSM4. 
700mb v: b) in NDRA2, 
d) in CCSM4. CCSM4 
based on extreme 
surface max T values 
at grid pts near coast. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One can search for LSMPs in a global model using the surface data from that model. This figure compares the LSMPs in the reanalysis data (but using daily anomalies)VersusCorresponding LSMPs calculated from the NCAR CCSM4 data.The left column is T850 anomalies target ensemble means. The right column V700 anomalies target ensemble means.The general structures are pretty similar, but that is hardly surprising. It says that the model (and observations) have high temperatures through a depth of the lower troposphere and that the winds are mainly geostrophic. More interesting is that the model has weaker amplitude in its LSMPAndThe model has its maximum thermal anomaly over the grid points, but the observations has that maximum offshore (primarily to suppress the sea breeze). So the model is completely missing this process.
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Histograms of ‘index’ that 
measures LSMP strength 

• 3-stn vs ndra2 vs CCSM4 pilot 
scheme circulation index. 

• CCSM4 std dev too small: 
– 3-stn, NNRA1, CCSM4 
– 1.01,   0.90,     0.79 

• Skew: 
– 3-stn, NNRA1, CCSM4 
– -0.36,   -0.16,     -0.11 

• Hottest days in model will be too weak, too 
infrequent 

– Top 1% 33 vs 71 over 55 yrs. (9 vs 24 1979-98) 
• Coldest days will be missed in model, too 
• Large scale errors cannot be overcome by an 

RCM 
• Extreme statistics can be applied to the tails 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We described earlier an index based on projecting the target ensemble mean onto the daily data for select grid points of high significance and consistency. The distribution of such an index is shown here using reanalysis data (red curve) and CCSM4 data (green curve). For comparison, the distribution of normalized, average CV station data is also shown (blue curve)      While the index is based on a few extreme hot days (red curve) it also matches normal and well below normal observations (blue curve). Cool summer days are ‘opposite’ to hot days in having an upper trough instead of an upper ridge.The model (green line) should align with the reanalysis (red) for a good simulation. The LSMPs being too weak means the model has too small a standard deviation.    These data are based on a 55 year period. Skew and kurtosis change in sub periods, but skew (negative) is generally less in model than in reanalysis or surface obs.So, the CCSM4 is not developing the large scale patterns with sufficient amplitude to develop heat waves often enough (by less than half). This large scale error probably cannot be overcome by a regional climate model. If used to drive an RCM, the RCM would not be able to produce the hottest (or coldest) days adequately.Other problems with the simulation show up in the timing of the temperature variation, such as the durations of the extreme events that I don’t have time to show.      Also, the high tail of these distributions can be examined using extreme statistical methods, presumably the next speaker will discuss those techniques, with some of these data. I will say that the model has a long tail, so it has some high values, but still too few. 
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Summary 

• Why? 
– LSMP patterns may be present during extreme events.  
– LSMPs are large, well resolved by GCMs 
– LSMPs are key to RCM and statistical downscaling 

• How? 
– Select target days 
– Composite upper air fields on target days to get LSMPs 
– Identify significant areas using bootstrap method 
– Identify consistent areas (e.g. sign counts) 
– Note other statistical issues 
– Project LSMP pattern onto corresponding field for each map time to 

obtain an index upon which other analyses can be done 

• What? 
– Composites are LSMP patterns, but focus on significant, consistent areas 
– LSMPs illuminate synoptics of the extreme event type 
– Use LSMP as analysis tool (dynamics, climate trends, model biases) 

Miter Basin, CA, © R. Grotjahn 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why?LSMP patterns may be present during extreme events. LSMPs are large, well resolved by GCMsLSMPs are key to RCM and statistical downscalingHow?Select target daysComposite upper air fields on target days to get LSMPsIdentify significant areas using bootstrap methodIdentify consistent areas (e.g. sign counts)Note other statistical issuesProject LSMP pattern onto corresponding field for each map time to obtain an index upon which other analyses can be doneWhat?Composites are LSMP patterns, but focus on significant, consistent areasLSMPs illuminate synoptics of the extreme event typeUse LSMP as analysis tool (dynamics, climate trends, model biases)
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